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BRIEF ON EXCEPTIONS OF THE CITIZENS UTILITY BOARD 
 

Now comes the Citizens Utility Board (“CUB”), pursuant to Rules of Practice of the 

Illinois Commerce Commission (“ICC” or “the Commission”), 83 Ill. Admin. Code Part 

200.830, and pursuant to the briefing schedule established by the Administrative Law 

Judge (“ALJ”), to hereby file this Brief on Exceptions in the above-captioned proceeding.   

The ALJ Proposed Order of November 13, 2013 (“Proposed Order” or “PO”) reaches 

many correct conclusions related to the Illinois Power Agency’s (“IPA”) procurement of 

incremental energy efficiency programs pursuant to Section 8/16-111.5B of the Public Utilities 

Act (the “Act” or “PUA”) in the 2014 IPA Procurement Plan (“the Plan”).  CUB seeks to add 

clarity and specification to some of the PO’s conclusions regarding a “feedback loop,” request 

for proposal (“RFP”) language, and competing and duplicative program issues. 

 
FEEDBACK LOOP 

CUB understands that by “feedback loop,” the IPA means: 

[T]he lack of an adequate feedback loop in the development of programs for 
consideration for inclusion in the procurement plan to ensure the statutory 
goal of “fully capturing” the potential for all achievable cost-effective savings, 
to the extent “practicable.”  By “feedback loop”, the IPA means a process or 
processes that ensures that energy efficiency opportunities identified in the 
utility’s required potential study that are not met by the third-party RFP 
process are somehow filled.  IPA Plan at 82. 
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The IPA’s procurement of energy efficiency programs delivers direct benefits to the 

IPA’s customers, as well as all residential and small business customers who may participate in 

the programs, and delivers indirect benefits to other customer classes who may benefit from 

cheaper supply prices as a result of reduced demand.  All customer classes benefit from these 

economic, societal, and environmental benefits.  While the context for a “feedback loop” may 

not have been clear, CUB believes that the IPA’s position as stated in the Plan does provide the 

context for the stakeholders’ subsequent objections and comments.  As a result, the PO at page 

143 should be revised as directed below: 

“When taken as a whole, the Commission finds the parties' positions 
regarding a feedback loop confusing.  The Commission has no idea what, 
if anything, the IPA seeks with regard to this issue.  The Commission 
notes AIC says it already regularly meets with participating SAG members 
regarding various aspects of energy efficiency, including issues that 
pertain to the programs offered under Sections 8-103 and 16-111.5B.  
(See AIC Reply at 4-5)  The proposals of the AG and CUB, discussed 
further below, seem somewhat unrelated to the IPA's concerns regarding 
a feedback loop.”   
 
When taken as a whole, the Commission finds the parties' positions 
regarding a feedback loop raise important questions about how best to 
maximize the procurement of energy efficiency through this process.  The 
Commission understands a “feedback loop” to refer to a means to ensure 
that the IPA process for procuring energy efficiency maximizes the amount 
of energy efficiency available from the utilities or other third parties.  To 
that end, the required utility potential studies, if properly designed, set a 
useful benchmark for determining energy efficiency potential.  The 
Commission notes AIC says it already regularly meets with participating 
SAG members regarding various aspects of energy efficiency, including 
issues that pertain to the programs offered under Sections 8-103 and 16-
111.5B.  (See AIC Reply at 4-5)  The proposals of the AG and CUB, 
discussed further below, address how the procurement process can be 
improved to maximize the procurement of energy efficiency .   

 
REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS 

 The PO misses an opportunity to amend a crucial part of the procurement of energy 

efficiency: the utility RFP.  CUB Response to Objections at 10-12.  The language and design 
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of the RFP has a direct impact on the amount of energy efficiency the IPA is able to 

procure.  CUB illustrated how stipulations in this year’s RFPs may have reduced the 

number of bids from third party vendors.  As a result, CUB recommended that the 

Commission memorialize what stipulations may not be included in the RFP language.  The 

PO should be revised at page 144 to reflect the below changes: 

 
CUB also takes issue with some of the language in the most recently 
issued RFPs and recommends the Commission order the utilities to work 
with stakeholders, Staff, and vendors to put in place a process that will 
maximize the number of viable program bids without exposing ratepayers 
to risk from vendors seeking to overestimate costs.  CUB also 
recommends that the Commission require the utilities to issue RFPs for an 
open-ended time period.  The Commission believes CUB has raised 
interesting concerns regarding the RFPs, and orders the utilities to 
exclude language from the RFPs which states that the utilities will 
administer or take over the administration of third party vendor programs.  
The Commission is not convinced at this time, however, that an RFP with 
an open-ended time period is a good idea, however, the Commission 
recommends that parties discuss contract length at workshops.  At 
minimum, the Commission orders Ameren and ComEd to include RFPs 
that invite program proposals for up to three years. 

 

COMPETING AND DUPLICATIVE PROGRAMS 

 The PO declines to adopt the IPA’s test for what factors could be used to determine if 

proposed programs were duplicative of, or competing with, existing utility programs, and to 

make a determination related to which party, if any, has the authority to reject programs 

which are determined to be duplicative of existing utility programs. PO at 145.   While CUB 

continues to believe that the statute does not allow for any exclusion of duplicative or 

competing programs, all parties to this proceeding agreed with the IPA’s proposed five 

factor test for determining if programs would be duplicative of existing programs.  To the 

extent the Commission finds that the Public Utilities Act (the “Act” or the “PUA”) would 

allow duplicative programs to be excluded under Section 16-111.5(B), the IPA’s factors 
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should be adopted.  At the same time, it is critical that if the Commission finds that if 

duplicative programs can be excluded, the Commission should resolve the question related 

to which entity, including the utilities, the IPA, or the Commission, possesses the authority 

to screen out programs which may be duplicative. As the IPA noted, if utilities are given 

this authority, as they request, they have an incentive to screen out programs which may 

only be competing and not duplicative.  AG Response to Objections at 7.  However, both 

CUB and the IPA believe that competing programs can coexist with existing utility 

programs if they provide different or incremental energy efficiency benefits.  As a result, 

the PO should be revised at page 145 to reflect the below changes: 

 
“The Commission is not entirely clear what the parties want the 
Commission to do with regard to competing and duplicative programs, or 
why.  This is, in part, because there are so many interrelated proposals, 
counter-proposals, which continued to evolve even through the Replies to 
Responses.  This may also be due, in part, to the existing statutory 
framework previously discussed.  In any event, it appears to the 
Commission that, at least for the most part, the existing practices with 
respect to duplicative and competing programs appears to be working 
effectively.  Finally, the Commission believes the description in the IPA's 
Reply of how duplicative and competing programs should be handled is 
reasonable.  (See IPA Reply at 10-11)  Nevertheless, the Commission 
believes it might be useful for the parties further discuss potential changes 
to how duplicative and competing programs are treated in the workshops 
discussed above.” PO at 145.   
 
The Commission understand that the issue of whether programs are 
competing or duplicative is critical to the extent that such programs could 
be rejected for procurement because they are duplicative of, or potentially 
competing against, existing utility programs, because it speaks to the 
ability of third party vendors to bid programs into the IPA procurement 
process. The Commission further understands that this a lack of resolution 
of this issue may limit the amount of energy efficiency in the IPA 
procurement process, as a number of programs submitted by third  party 
vendors this year seemed to be duplicative to or competing with existing 
utility programs.  As parties seem to agree that the IPA’s factors, along 
with ComEd’s additions, are accurate and will be useful, the Commission 
adopts these factors as a test for determining if a new program is 
duplicative of or would be competing with an existing utility program.  The 
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Commission also understands that the question of who should have the 
authority to determine whether programs are competing or duplicative is 
critical.  The IPA declines to make that determination, although the IPA is 
willing to provide input to the Commission.  The utilities have requested 
the authority to make this determination when they screen RFPs, but the 
Commission declines to give the utilities this determination. The utilities 
have agreed with Staff and Intervenors that the IPA programs will not be 
managed by utilities as the utilities managed the 8-103 programs.  As 
such, it is inappropriate for the utilities to have the authority to screen out 
programs which may provide benefits to Illinois ratepayers without 
negatively impacting existing utility programs. For that reason, the 
Commission will review evidence related to programs which may be 
duplicative, and make the final determination as to whether such programs 
are competing or duplicative.  In the future, the Commission will 
appreciate receiving input from the utilities, the IPA, Staff, and Intervenors 
regarding these programs so that the Commission may make a 
determination.  While many other issues are appropriate for discussion at 
workshops, the Commission finds that its input is necessary at this time on 
this issue, as it is not likely that parties will reach agreement via a 
stakeholder process. 
 

In conclusion, the Commission should adopt the revisions posited above by CUB to ensure 

that the regulatory framework enables the IPA to procure the maximum possible 

achievable energy efficiency in this procurement process. 

 

Dated: November 21, 2013    Respectfully submitted by, 

 
Kristin Munsch    

 Senior Attorney and Dir. of Policy 
       CITIZENS UTILITY BOARD 
       309 W. Washington, Suite 800 
       Chicago, IL  60606 
       (312) 263-4282  
       (312) 263-4329 fax 
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